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Chapter 15
Disaster at Portsmouth:

Achilles Goes East
GRONOW EASED Achilles out from Calliope Wharf with surprising skill on 19 February 1943 for a
quick trip to the UK via Panama. She called in at Bora Bora for fuel, and stopped again to top tanks
at Bermuda after passing quickly through the Canal.

Achilles in the Panama Canal before WWII
Achilles was to have refitted at Plymouth, but mass bombing had devastated that city and she
increased speed in poor visibility to a chorus of nautical terms from small Channel craft rolling in
her wash. The Isle of Wight peered through a patch of clear, but then she felt her way in to
Portsmouth in cold soup which had one RN rating saying, 'I've been pinin' for this flamin' wevver for
five long bloody years.'

She arrived on 22 March with arm-length defect lists. All ammunition had been sent ashore and
Achilles lay on the chocks without heating or other amenities. Most of her complement went to Navy
schools for higher-grade instruction, but many were required aboard during the refit and were
billeted ashore in P Hut, a large two-storey shed set apart from other barrack quarters. It had been
estimated that she should be ready for sea within six months, and the ship's company would not be
dispersed.

But early on the morning of 22 June the Master at Arms Jackie Cameron rang P Hut to tell Colin
Malcolm not to send the working party down: 'There's been a bloody great explosion aboard.'

All gas-bottles were kept along the dockside in case of detonation aboard if a ship was hit by
bombs while in dock. Long gas-leads extended into Achilles to welders' guns in various
compartments, and one man turned all the bottles off each night. At the finish of his day in one of
the empty fuel tanks, one matey shut off his gun and, unfortunately, placed it oil the decking where
an obstruction caught the milled edge regulator and just cracked it open. On 21 June he reported
sick; nobody used his torch; and when all the bottles were turned on at the dockside, his was leaking
gas into the tank-bottom all day. Being heavier than air the gas lay low and wasn't noticed by
anyone outside his compartment. He returned to work the next day and must have struck a match to
light his gun, and up she went.

This oil-tank was sited under the low power-room, just aft of A boiler-room, its deckhead being the
L.P. room deck. The stokers' messdeck sat directly overhead, and many workers were having their
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breakfast in the vacated mess. When the gas exploded it lifted the low-power room deck several
feet, sprang all the rivets, and opened the stokers' decking across-ship by some six inches. The
flaming explosion burst through this fissure to kill 29 maties at their breakfast, and severely burn or
injure a further 60. The poor devils couldn't see for burns, and they staggered about in agony,
climbing out of portholes on to workers' stagings and being lifted to safety.

Bulkheads were collapsed or distorted by the blast, upper-decking parted from the ship's side,
armourbelting bulged outward over an area of 30 feet by 10. Watertight doors blew out of their
frames and, besides those killed or injured, many were stunned and trapped below. These men
were rescued by members of the ship's company. Finding that all antismoke gear was in use, Stoker
Bill Dale tied a sweat-rag over his nose, descended three decks through dense smoke to a badly
collapsed compartment, and in total darkness located four injured men and passed them up to
safety. He then went down again, this time into the exploded tank, through twisted hatches and
distorted ladders. There were no signs of the man who had lit the match, or his assistant.

Engine Room Artificer W. Vaughan went down to a badly damaged compartment believed to
contain injured men. He searched until almost overcome by smoke, had to be assisted back up top,
and then, waiting only long enough to recover, descended to the switchboard room where he found
several semiconscious survivors whom he manhandled to safety before again being almost
overcome by fumes.

Stoker E. Valentine wriggled through distorted accesses filled with smoke and debris into a further
wrecked compartment from which he extricated a number of dazed and unconscious workers.
Others were also rescued from the same place by Stokers A. W. Clarke and H. E. Stow, and Ldg.

Supply Asst, J. O. Brittain. Dale subsequently received the
Albert Medal, Vaughan and Valentine were mentioned in
despatches.

It had been intended to complete the refit and make
Achilles ready for sea by September 1943, but the new
damage meant a postponement of at least a further eight
months.

In a telegram to our Prime Minister dated 30 June 1943,
the High Commissioner for New Zealand, the Rt Hon W. J.
Jordan, hinted that Gambia might be offered on loan to
replace Achilles and thus preserve the ship ' s company as
an entity. Many long telegrams followed, and then the
matter became urgent when Leander took a Japanese
torpedo at Kolombangara in the Solomons on 13 July
1943. It almost sank her, but she limped to Tulagi for
immediate repairs, sailed for Auckland for more
permanent work, and then to Boston, Massachusetts, for
reconstruction.

On 7 August Navy Office Wellington stopped fluffing about,
proposed to Admiralty that Leander's crew would leave her
in America, make their way to Portsmouth and
recommission Achilles. The ship's company of Achilles
should now commission Gambia. This they did at
Liverpool on 22 September 1943 under the captaincy of
N.J. W. William - Powlett, DSC, RN.

HMNZS Gambia, a Fiji class cruiser.
Meanwhile, on the underside of the globe, Leander
occupied Calliope Dock for three months while temporary
repairs were completed on her hull. We then carried out
trials in Hauraki Gulf, returned to the cruiser wharf for fuel
and stores, said our goodbyes, and sailed on 25 November
for Boston, via Bora Bora and the Panama Canal.
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Eight days north of Panama and still in the Gulf Stream's tepid water, we walked our decks in khaki
shorts and shirts; altered course in the late afternoon of 22 December and began to feel the cold.
During that night the temperature dropped to below zero and in early daylight Leander was nosing
up Boston's waterway through pancaked ice drifts, hoses sluicing our decks to prevent solid ice
from forming. By 0800 on 23 December we were secured alongside at Atlanta Docks.

With only two days to Christmas, Boston's hospitality almost overwhelmed us. Instead of part-of-
ship, we became part-of-families, families who named gifts for us and hung them with their own on
glittering Christmas trees. They drove us to their homes in snow covered streets where trees, power
poles, and houses were festooned with coloured lamps; where the cars drove into warm basement
garages and we mounted warm stairways into warm houses, double windowed to keep the frozen
air outside Gradually Leander's complement dwindled as drafts of men left for schools in the UK.
Ldg Tel Arthur Stratford went to Fargo Barracks to join a pool of temporary crews who were to take
American-built destroyer-escorts to England. As required, they were transferred from Fargo to
Bethlehem shipyard, Hingham, to await completion of their ship.

A complete crew of Leanders took over the new frigate (then called a destroyer-escort) HMS Tyler
on 14 January 1944, steamed her to Casco Bay, Maine, to work up for a week from 5 February,
came into Boston, and sailed for Ireland on 17 February. They arrived in Londonderry, Northern
Ireland, ten days later, left Tyler in March and arrived aboard Achilles in Portsmouth on 14 April.

Our Navi, Lt Cmdr F. St. P. Woodhouse, RN, with Lieutenants R. F. Hale, RNZN,[Wonder if Jack
means R.T.Hale] J. A. Kirk, RNZNR, J. R. P. Hopkins, RNZNR, and many selected rates, travelled to
Norfolk, Virginia, where they manned four of six 400-ton landing craft (infantry) designed to
transport 200 troops and equipment plus a crew of 4 officers and twenty four men. With twin-
screwed diesels they could travel 800 miles at 12 knots. This small fleet left Norfolk on 24 January
1944 and arrived at Falmouth on 19 February. Eventually they too, Leander men, made their way
aboard Achilles.

The majority of Leanders remained aboard her at Boston until 16 January, when we were sent to
New York to become passengers on the liner Ile de France, on which we were sardined in with
11,000 GIs and several hundred Commonwealth airmen who had recently finished training in
Canada. The 300 or so of us from Leander stood by or lay on our three-tiered tubular bunks for
most of the long Atlantic crossing.

A U-boat commander's log recorded that he was about to return to base after weeks in mid-Atlantic
when Ile de France appeared on a zigzag course which brought her within 1000 metres. He fired a
spread which was certain to obtain more than one hit, and couldn't believe his eyes when she
continued on, oblivious of her miraculous escape. His U-boat had been armed with Germany's new
battery-driven torpedoes, and on return to base it was found that those not fired had flat batteries.
So presumably, had those that had been fired. Had they been fully charged, our many-decked
three-funneller would have gone down with most of her 12,000 servicemen and crew.

If our ship had gone down we wouldn't have left the eternal meal queues, we'd still be shuffling
towards a head-scratching St Peter at a Golden Gate. However, Peter didn't want us yet and we
arrived at Greenock, Scotland, and parted from the Yankee army. On to Edinburgh in railway
carriages crammed with men, women, kitbags and hammocks, gasmasks and tin-hats. Here we
were shoe-horned into a mammoth string of carriages that, many hours later, decanted us at
Portsmouth.

It had to be late at night, which didn't give us the impression that England Expected Us. At the
Naval barracks a grumpier jaunty than usual hounded out his Crusher, who shook the PTI and told
him to bed us down in the gymnasium. And that's where we slept, on unfurled hammocks on a floor
already covered by bods in the same predicament.

Next morning we were awakened by the barracks bugler and the realisation that nearby there would
be showers. Armed with toiletry and fresh underwear I made for the bathrooms, stripped and
turned both taps onto full. What a delight - wintry Portsmouth, cold stone barracks, and me under a
torrent of water so hot that I turned bright crimson. I lathered and rinsed again and again, and then
turned off the hot to suffer an ecstasy of freezing water. Shaven, hair thoroughly cleansed, skin
tingling, I attacked a sausage and egg, toast and marmalade without butter. You need to have
eaten an English wartime sausage to know what England was going through in those years.
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HMS Victory Portsmouth today
We located Job No. D296, Achilles, within sight of Nelson's Victory, which looked the more
seaworthy, and it became obvious in walking over our ship that she wouldn't be going to sea for
some months. We remained as one draft until the regulating branch sifted out W/T ratings and sent
us off to Glen Holt Signal School, Devonport, a nudist camp appropriated by the Navy.

Petty Officers being instructors, I inherited a classroom of telegraphists at Glen Holt until a
message arrived directing me to HMS
Mercury. This ship could be reached
only by land as it lay 12 miles inland
from Portsmouth in the acres of
parkland surrounding Leydene, a
beautiful old stone mansion fronting
on to full-width stone steps down to a
vast courtyard where those at Mercury
paraded before moving off to
instruction huts and living-quarters
along divergent roadways.

HMS Mercury
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Stan Keeley had been at the school on a Warrant Tel's course for several months, and managed the
long corrugated-iron hut where most Kiwis dwelt. Men were arriving and departing daily, and Stan
handled the rum issue with competence. He never underestimated the number of tots to be drawn,
and just in case of emergency there were bottles of the extra issues under his bunk, illegal, but for
those he trusted there wasn't a limit.

We harpooned spuds and onions from the vege store, snared rabbits at their holes through the
netting fences, and set many a saliva-duct dribbling on frosty nights when our ftyingpans sizzled on

top of the potbellied coke burners which heated each hut.

Having been detailed to direct working parties in dressing the banquet
hall for an officers' ball, we gave them of our best, really made the
place look good; even erected a bar near one of the side windows, but
somehow mislaid a medium sized keg of brown ale - it probably fell
out of the window yet we couldn't find it, not until late that night, when
it helped to wash down our fried onions, chips and rabbit. The ball was

a dazzler and the keg was never missed.

PO Tel Jack Harker
On 1 May 1944 1 passed my examinations and created a diversion for
myself by staying in Mercury when off duty. Stan, 1, and a South African
mate were playing pool when the Crusher came in looking for a PO Tel.

We all were that, but I was the victim. The Senior Officer Minesweeper Flotilla's PO Tel had
electrocuted himself while fiddling with the transmitter, and I was to get down to Falmouth quick.

The SO. HMCS Tadoussac, had full steam up, and as soon as I jumped the pier head she slipped to
sweep the 28-mile-wide channel between Lands End and the Scilly Isles, where a large convoy was
awaiting clearance to proceed at a higher speed. Between being seasick and locating the problem
which had killed my predecessor, I was required on the bridge to flash manoeuvring signals by
Aldis lamp to the several sweepers of our flotilla, who were rolling and pitching to port and
starboard.

We swept, and snagged the sweeps on wrecks and rocks, mended the tow-wires and gear, swept
the same areas again day and night without pause until evening when the van ship of the convoy
escort appeared. HMS Warwick had been built in the V & W destroyer vintage era of World War 1;
convoy ships surged and wallowed a mile or so astern of her, and as we watched from Tadoussac's
bridge, Warwick's underbelly suddenly showed more than usual. She lifted, jacknifed behind her
bridge, and a spear of flame lanced upward out of a fast-spreading wall of black and yellow smoke.
Almost instantly the shockwave rebounded off our upperworks as the rumbling bang smote our
ears. 'Good Christ,' from our skipper.

Within minutes I handed the SO a decoded message from the Convoy SO to Lands End radio
informing Rear Admiral Southern Sweepers of the tragedy. The convoy turned 180' and fled. We
swept the channel for another three days, uncertain whether Warwick had been torpedoed or
mined. One of our flotilla returned to Falmouth with a few survivors from her.

Within a day or so the SO sent for me to be prepared for a sweep along the French coast, as it
seemed that D-day was drawing nearer. I thanked him for the confidence and went ashore for
appropriate codes and radio spares. Later in the day I was wanted in the SO's cabin again; he'd
been sent my recall to Achilles and warmly wished me well.

Achilles still needed much work to be done before she could join the invasion fleet. Her rudder
motors wouldn't operate, unconnected lead-sheathed wiring hung from deckhead channelling,
dockyard workers gave no encouragement to queries about their particular assignments, and the
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messdecks and compartments were littered with debris from mateys' meals, old newspapers,
scorched paint, empty cartons and cases, drums and other filth.

O. A. Petersen showed me out to our POs' quarters in the Overseas Club at Southsea, right across
the road from a sizeable grassed park. Of nights we'd switch off all lights on our third floor, lift the
big colonial windows, and sit on the sills to watch air-raids overhead. This night we heard the
sirens, listened for the telltale unsynchronised German motors, and saw our searchlights locking on
to the highflying raiders. They dropped flares and started bombing while guns all over Portsmouth
opened up. We heard the whine of near-misses which shook our building, cursed and laughed
about their loud explosive proximity, and then nearly fell out of our window when a blinding orange
flash and a tremendous roaring Whhhooosh occurred almost at our feet. The army had filled the
park with mobile rocket-launchers after dark without us noticing them and they fired the whole
damn lot at once. They may have got some bombers, but we couldn't tell; our eyes retained that
blinding flash for some minutes.

No matter where one went from Portsmouth there were American and British tanks under the cover
of trees on either side of every road; armoured trucks; amphibian vehicles, mobile guns; jeeps; you
think of it, it was there, and so were the men to man them, living alongside their vehicles. It
wouldn't be long now.

Achilles had changed from the ship we had known. Tripods replaced both fore and main single-
sticks; X turret had gone and in its place were close-range A/A weapons to meet the new type of
warfare. Radar aerials and ult Ultra high -frequency dipoles for inter-fleet radiotelephone and
communication with aircraft and army groups with whom we would give close support, gave her a
new-age look, although our big single stack could not be disguised.

But still a wild profusion of welding cables, air-tubing and gas tubing spiderwebbed her upper
works and lay about the decks; a brown preservative paint covered new structures; male and female
maties worked and drank tea in all quarters.

At long last our High Commissioner came aboard to wish us well and indicate that Navy Board
Wellington agreed we should now go to Scapa Flow to complete and do trials. He as good as said
we were being booted out to make room for invasion craft - not in so many words, but anyone with
eyes and ears in Portsmouth and all the Channel ports knew it anyway.
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On I June an oiler came alongside, leaving space for ammunition barges, and our crane worked
and swung throughout that day and far into the night. Next morning, to a farewell wave from men
and women who'd worked aboard, we slipped for sea and proceeded down coast with two
destroyers, through a Spithead crammed with all manner of camouflaged craft ready to embark the
labyrinth of armour lining Portsmouth's country roads.

Through the night of 2 June Achilles ploughed north at high speed, steering by propeller control
with our rudder locked midships, feeling our way by radar between an armada of ships, all heading
south.

With the light of dawn we could see streams of landing craft, shown during dark as luminous blips
on screens, lines of troopers with landing barges already swung outboard on heavy davits,
storeships, Oilers, escort carriers. As far as the eye could see there were ships, and more ships, and
on the horizon ahead mast-tops and upperworks were still appearing. And then a sight never to be
forgotten; destroyer flotillas, cruiser squadrons, battle wagons in columns. There was no need for
secrecy; this must be IT, and here were we, who had been earmarked as one of the cruiser support,
tracing unconnected wiring to essential equipment, clearing messdecks and lobbies of dockyard
rubbish, still carrying some of the indispensable dockyard staff, and steering north by our
propellers. Arran Isle appeared an hour before we entered the Clyde between Rothesay on the Isle
of Bute, and Cumbrae Isle off the coast of Ayr; another hour and we were at anchor in mid-river off
Greenock.

On 5 June 1944, three days after we'd passed through that great armada in the Irish Sea, the Allies
invaded Occupied France. Four thousand ships supported the landings, carried the initial assault
forces, bombarded Germany's defences, while wave after wave of Allied aircraft stormed inland to
bomb, strafe, tow gliders full of infantry. D-day could only have been successful.

Next day but one, we moved down the Clyde, rounded the Mull of Kintyre and surged through the
Minch between the Isle of Skye and the off-shore Hebrides, en route to Scapa Flow for a short
workup. As we rode at anchor off Stromness, only the old battleship Royal Sovereign, the veteran
carrier Furious, the 8" cruiser Berwick, some submarines and a few destroyers kept us company.

Britain had presented Royal Sovereign to Russia and she had been renamed Archangel, which
looked more like HENOIX. Now she carried a crew of Soviet sailors who neither laughed among
themselves in the shore canteen, nor encouraged attempts at conversation by our men.

So we went to sea over the next two weeks for submarine exercises and gunnery practice with
Berwick; worried Stromness's storeman sick in demanding perfectly matched push-pull valves while
returning those which metered incorrectly; and went below for supper to find the clock showing
2am where we'd thought it to be about 9pm. The sun dipped below our northern horizon at 0400
and reappeared close by within the hour.
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We weren't sad at leaving after a month at Scapa Flow. Glasgow welcomed us back for another
eleven days until Achilles sailed to support Operation Dragoon in its French Mediterranean coast
landings. As we sped south my UHF gear communicated beautifully with aircraft from Irish and
British bases. Achilles lacked a newspaper, and I became news-hound, editor, publisher and
delivery-boy.

Nine copies were required, so I interlaced nine thin American foolscap sheets with eight of their
thin carbons on the RCO's heavy Underwood, tuned in the first shortwave English-speaking morse
station available, whether British, German, Italian, Reuters International, or Tass from Russia, and
whacked the keys to impress the ninth copy. It occupied most of my spare night hours, but
whatever happened I produced a daily paper. One morning I awoke with a start as some clumsy
bastard stumbled over my low slung camp stretcher in the darkened office. I told him about his
birth out of wedlock, and then mumbled apologies when Captain Butler found the light switch.

'No, no. Don't get up, Harker,' he said. 'If I wait until I get to my cabin for my copy, the bridge tells
me all the news, and that's not good for a Captain.' Thenceforth his copy hung in easy reach inside
the RCO door, and he told the bridge of latest tidings while I slept on undisturbed by feet.

We maintained 25 knots down Portugal's coast, and when we arrived in Gibraltar on 19 August, well
drilled and anxious to participate, C-in-C Med told our skipper that the German defences were
already out of naval gunnery range, and instructed him to embark 300 troops.

They arrived in camouflaged trucks still wet from early morning dew, jumped out to grab all manner
of gear and small arms, and came up the gangway to be shown for'ard billets for the day and night
ahead. By mid-forenoon we steered almost directly eastward into Mediterranean summer seas on a
400-mile dash to Algiers, capital of French North Africa.

A further signal for Achilles directed us to proceed through the Suez Canal to Join the 4th Cruiser
Squadron, British Eastern Fleet at Trincomalee in Ceylon. Italy no longer posed sea problems, and
the Allied armies were advancing along vast European fronts. We disembarked the troops in Algiers,
sailed with wine soaked headaches, and negotiated without concern the Straits of Sicily, where so
many British merchantmen and escorting warships had gone down fighting so short a time ago. On
23 August we entered Malta's Valetta harbour as our Allies recaptured Paris and Marseilles; as
Rumania surrendered and then declared war against her former Axis partner Germany.

On the 26th we weighed and bore eastward at 20 knots through 1100 miles of shining blue seas to
Alexandria, which revived old memories but not old acquaintances for ex-Leander men. Most berths
and fleet anchorages were vacant. Stanley Bay basked in glorious sunshine, but its promenade and
beach were no longer monopolised by bronzed girls with bronzed French and Greek sailors. Both
Acteon and Kit Kat cabarets were forlorn and void of laughing Eastern Mediterranean Fleet sailors
and high spirited Egyptian hostesses vying for patronage, empty now but for unoccupied chairs and
tables brooded over by soulless-looking bartenders lost in thought.

Back on board, none felt that we were leaving the war when we left Alexandria and entered the Suez
Canal. The war in Europe might be all but won, but we considered the Pacific to be more our
responsibility and we were eager to keep moving fast in that direction. Japan was under pressure
from men such as General Slim in Burma, Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten in overall command of
Allied Forces in South-East Asia, General McArthur with his US Army, and Admiral Chester Nimitz
as C-in-C Pacific, yet she was still fighting viciously; denying victory.

There wasn’t a ripple on the burnished surface of Bab el Mandeb Straits when we passed Perim
Island and turned east into Aden, sweltering in dry heat. There were no tears when the
loudspeakers hummed next morning, then, 'Clear lower deck for leaving harbour. All hands out of
the rig of the day, off the upper deck. Cable party muster on the foc's'le. Duty stoker man the winch.

We gathered way out into the Gulf of Aden, headed east for Bombay with a flap in B boiler-room the
day before arrival when oil ignited in the bilges. But this had happened previously and fire-parties
controlled the blaze without too many deck plates being buckled.

A couple of days in the big Indian port and then we steamed out through Bombay's muddy
approaches for Ceylon's northern harbour at Trincomalee, going up through Palk Strait on 13
September to enter a jungle-surrounded harbour crammed with warships listed in the SDO:
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BATTLESHIPS AND BATTLECRUISERS

Queen Elizabeth (C-in-C Eastern Fleet (US)
Admiral Sir James Somerville)

Renown (Vice Admiral A. Power)

Valiant

Richelieu (Fr)

CRUISERS

Achilles (N.Z)

Ceylon

Colombo

Cumberland

Gambia (N.Z.)

Kenya

London

Newcastle (Flag CS4 Rear Admiral A. D. Reid)

Nigeria

Suffolk

Swiftsure

DESTROYERS

Dunlap US

Cummings US

Fanning US

Napier Aust

Nepal Aust

Penn

Petard

Quadrant Aust

Queenborough Aust

Quiberon Aust

Quilliam Aust

HMAS Queenborough during the 60's

HMS Nigeria after taking an Italian torpedo. She did not sink
A diversion on the Q class ships of the RAN which many of us will remember. One of the better
nicknames sailors gave their ships was given to Quickmatch. Her ships company called her the
QUICKIE MARU,

From 1941, Britain’s War Construction Programme turned out several classes of destroyers, cheaper
versions of the "J-K-N" group and initially armed with whatever was available. Though some people
criticised them as under-gunned, they were strongly built and excellent sea-keepers. The "Q" class
were among these. Quiberon and Quickmatch were crewed by Australians under the same
arrangement as the "N" class, by which the British provided essential maintenance. Thus, like the
"N"s, these ships served chiefly as elements within Royal Navy squadrons. Quiberon began her war
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in July 1942, Quickmatch in September. Before the end of the year, Quiberon had supported the
Operation Torch landings in North Africa, sunk an Italian submarine and been part of a cruiser force
which destroyed a German-Italian convoy off Cape Bone; Quickmatch had intercepted a blockade
runner. Quiberon stayed in African waters throughout 1943; Quickmatch went to the Indian Ocean.
During 1943 their paths hardly crossed, Quiberon steaming to Australia and then joining the British
Far East Fleet in June, Quickmatch on general duties in the South Atlantic and Indian Oceans. By
mid 1944 both were a part of the British Far East Fleet. In July, Quickmatch was part of an inshore
squadron which entered the Japanese-held harbour of Sabang and bombarded the installations.
While Quickmatch served in Australian waters for the first time in October 1944, Quiberon was
bombarding Japanese positions in the Nicobar Islands. In March 1945, both ships joined the newly-
formed British Pacific Fleet, where they spent the remainder of their war service screening British
aircraft carriers during attacks on the Japanese home islands. So useful had these War Construction
Programme ships turned out that another three "Q"s - Quality, Quadrant and Queenborough - joined
the RAN post-war, in exchange for the "N" class which were returned to the Royal Navy. All were
subsequently converted to anti-submarine frigates Racehorse, Rotherham, Supply Ship, Borodino.

For the first three days we swung with the tides while B boiler room underwent repairs, then for
almost a month Achilles gathered marine-life with the idle fleet, taking part in water-polo to finish
runner-up to the Dutch Air Force, and exercising during October's first week in Palk Strait, to the
north-east of Ceylon, with Swiftsure, London, and the destroyers Quickmatch and Quilliam. When we
came back inside on 9 October, Newcastle's signal lamp sent us right to the extremity of Trinco to
anchor astern of Gambia. She was leaving for New Zealand within a few days and CS4 Rear-Admiral
A. D. Reid wanted our anticipated farewell activities to be well out of sight so we mightn't annoy the
rest of the fleet. Very commendable.

LTOs rigged a telephone line between the ships and fed through both exchanges so that anyone
could ring his cobber from any compartment. Use could be made of whichever ship's boat might be
going ashore for mail, stores, or whatever. This soon led to intership ferrying, and just about as
many returned pickled from illegally bottled tots, as those coming offshore inebriated with beer.
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Gambia sailed for New Zealand shortly before we went out on our way back to Bombay. Achilles
anchored off Salsette island's Gateway to India, with libertymen streaming through it into Bombay's
sprawling metropolis while the ship awaited entry to King George Docks for urgent attention to
various defects. Over the following nine days, Indian dockers took these problems in hand.

Back in Trinco four days later we received 143 bags of mail. Someone must have anchored the ship,
which could have drifted into the jungle for all we cared; there were letters from home to be read
and re-read.

All through November '44 we remained with the 4th CS at Trincomalee, exercising gunnery at sea
with various types of warships and aircraft. On one occasion our A/A gunners brought down so
many drogues that Newcastle signalled: 'I'm asking the next plane to tow you an ace of spades.'

From 18 to 22 November Achilles went under quarantine for carbuncles and suspected meningitis,
and during this period Padre Webster died and was buried ashore. Most of us avoided carbuncles
but 'Smoky Joe' Gene Erwin, the US Petty Officer Radioman 2nd Class who transferred with us from
Leander at Boston, got one like a golfball on his upper lip which drove him almost demented for
days.

Captain Butler assessed the war situation for us after Divisions and Church on Sunday 26
November, and went on to say we would soon detach from the Eastern Fleet and move into a more
active role with the proposed British Pacific Fleet, for which many of the warships at Trincomalee
had been training. He ended drily, 'I don't know just when, but my past experience is that I can be
sure you do!'

We didn't; but on returning from night exercises with Swiftsure, Newcastle, and Nigeria on 2
December, signals arrived aboard directing us to Colombo, where we remained from 4 to 8
December.


